As proteins with similar structures often have similar functions, analysis of protein structures can help predict protein functions and is thus important. We consider the problem of protein structure classification, which computationally classifies the structures of proteins into pre-defined groups. We develop a weighted network that depicts the protein structures, and more importantly, we propose the first graphlet-based measure that applies to weighted networks. Further, we develop a deep neural network (DNN) composed of both convolutional and recurrent layers to use this measure for classification. Put together, our approach shows dramatic improvements in performance over existing graphlet-based approaches on 36 real datasets. Even comparing with the state-of-the-art approach, it almost halves the classification error. In addition to protein structure networks, our weighted-graphlet measure and DNN classifier can potentially be applied to classification of other weighted networks in computational biology as well as in other domains.
ing structure features by evaluating the coefficients of the transformation [18] . Recently, network-based measures, which are another type of 3D-structure-based measures, have become more popular: given a protein, the 3D coordinates of its amino acids [19] are first used to build a protein structure network (PSN) with nodes representing amino acids and edges representing spatial closeness between amino acids, and then various measures are derived from the PSN topology, including global, high-level descriptive statistics [9] (e.g., average degree, average closeness centrality, and average clustering coefficient) and local, more detailed graphlet-based measures [9, 20] . In this paper, we focus on graphlet-based measures, as previous studies [9, 20] have demonstrated their higher accuracy for protein structure classification than the other (i.e., non-graphlet) network-based measures, as well as direct-3D-structural-based and sequence-based measures.
So far, two graphlet-based measures of network topology have been used for protein structure classification, one based on (the original) graphlets [21] , and the other based on ordered graphlets [22, 9] . Fig. 1 illustrates how these measures are defined/calculated. Graphlets are small connected non-isomorphic induced subgraphs of a network (Fig.   1c ), and ordered graphlets are a refined version of graphlets that consider the order of the nodes ( Fig. 1d ; in protein structure classification, the node order is the relative order of amino acids in the protein sequence.). The measure based on the original graphlets, named Graphlet-3-5, summarizes the network structure by counting the occurrences of each of the 29 graphlets defined with up to five nodes in the network (Fig. 1e ). It is a vector of counts, with length 29 (Fig. 1i) . Similarly, the measure based on ordered graphlets, named Ordered-Graphlet-3-4, is a vector of the occurrences of each of the 42 ordered graphlets defined with up to four nodes in the network (Fig. 1h ), which is of length 42 (Fig. 1i ).
Both of the above two graphlet-based measures are in the form of vectors. Using these vector-form measures for classification is straightforward: traditional classifiers such as logistic regression and support vector machines take vector-form measures as the input, and thus researchers typically pick up an off-the-shelf classifier and use it with such vector-form measures. In this case, there is no apparent need to develop a specific classifier tailored for these measures.
However, in addition to these two measures, there exists a powerful graphlet-based measure called the edge graphlet degree vector matrix (EGDVM, [23] ) that was proposed in the task of clustering edges in a protein-protein interaction network but can potentially be used for protein structure classification. EGDVM is based on graphlet edge orbits, which are unique positions of edges in graphlets ( Fig. 1c ). Different from Graphlet-3-5 and Ordered-Graphlet-3-4, which are vectors that only record the occurrences of (the original or ordered) graphlets in the whole network, EGDVM is a matrix that records the occurrences of graphlets around every edge. The (i, j) th element of EGDVM is the count of how many times edge i touches graphlet edge orbit j. The number of columns of EGDVM equals the number of graphlet edge orbits, which is 68 for graphlets on up to five nodes, and the number of rows equals the number of edges of the network ( Fig. 1i ; in our task, a network would be a PSN).
Note that PSNs for different proteins have different numbers of edges, and thus the number of rows of EGDVM is different from protein to protein. We call a matrix like this "matrix of variable size" or "variable-size matrix" in this paper. EGDVM could be more informative than the other two measures, as it keeps the detailed graphlet configurations for every single edge and thus is able to describe local diversities of the network topology. Unfortunately, as a matrix with variable size, it cannot be used as the input by any off-the-shelf classifier, which can only take a vector of constant length as the input. As a result, EGDVM has never been used for protein structure classification. Here we propose a naive remedy: converting EGDVM into a fixed length vector, and then apply an off-the-shelf classifier. This conversion can be done by following the idea from two previous studies [24, 25] , which proposed methods for converting matrix measures (not EGDVM) to vector measures: first computing the Pearson's correlation matrix ( Fig. 1f ) of EGDVM, whose elements are the Pearson's correlation coefficients of pairs of columns of EGDVM, and then concatenating the upper diagonal elements of the correlation matrix into a vector ( Fig. 1g ). We call this vector EGDVM-CC (CC stands for correlation coefficient), which is of length 68 × 67/2 = 2278. We admit that such a conversion is far from satisfactory: Pearson's correlation coefficients only capture globally linear relationships between columns of EGDVM, and thus the information in EGDVM about local diversities of the network topology is likely lost during the conversion.
We have described three graphlet-based measures: Graphlet-3-5, Ordered-Graphlet-3-4, and EGDVM-CC. The first two are the only graphlet-based measures that have been used for protein structure classification to date, while the last one is converted from EGDVM, a matrix measure of variable size that cannot be used by off-the-shelf classifiers. Although EGDVM-CC is proposed by us in this paper, to differentiate from the novel measure we propose later in this paper, we still call EGDVM-CC, together with Graphlet-3-5 and Ordered-Graphlet-3-4, "the three existing measures". All these three measures are vectors of constant length. A more detailed review of these graphlet-based measures is given in Supplementary Materials, and the main characteristics of these measures are summarized in Fig. 1i .
A common limitation of the three existing measures, as well as EGDVM, is that they are all based on unweighted PSNs. Actually, no graphlet-based measures, including but not limited to the several measures discussed above, have ever been developed for weighted networks. However, weighted networks are widely used in various applications, and they can be more suitable/informative than unweighted networks. Take PSN as an example. An unweighted network connects a pair of nodes by an edge if the spacial distance of the two amino acids is less than a threshold, but it does not keep the information of how close in space the two amino acids are: they can be right next to each other or barely below the cutoff. This information can be retained by weighted networks, which add a weight to each edge. In this paper, we introduce the concept of a weighted PSN with weights depending on both distances in space and distances in sequence. These weights effectively reflect the importance of edges to the protein structure classification.
More importantly, we propose the first graphlet-based measure that applies to weighted networks. This measure, named wEGDVM (weighted EGDVM), is a matrix measure of the same dimension as EGDVM (an example is shown in Fig. 2) , and thus it contains information about local diversities of the network topology, but the elements of wEGDVM are defined in a novel way compared to those of EGDVM so that they can efficiently utilize the edge weights in the weighted network.
However, wEGDVM, the measure we propose, just like the existing EGDVM measure, cannot be used as the input of any off-the-shelf classifier as it is a matrix of variable size. To overcome this difficulty, we develop a new classifier that takes the whole matrix measure as the input without any transformation or concatenation. The approach is based on deep neural networks (DNNs), which have achieved enormous success on complex tasks in fields like computer vision [26] and natural language processing [27] . Our DNN, as illustrated in Fig. 3 , consists of several layers of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) followed by several layers of recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Such a structure has been shown as an efficient design to extract patterns from sequential data [28, 29, 30] , and we think that it also fits our needs very well: CNNs may capture local protein structures such as turns in αhelices and strands in β-sheets, and RNNs may subsequently integrate these local structures into larger components such as α-helices and β-sheets and finally give an overall impression of the structure of the protein.
We test our new framework for protein structure classification, which includes a weighted network, a new graphlet-based matrix measure to summarize the weighted network topology, and a DNN-based classifier, on 36 real protein domain datasets of very different sample sizes and numbers of classes. Our new framework shows dramatic improvements in classification accuracy over methods based on the three existing graphlet-based measures, including the measure based on ordered graphlets, the current state-of-the-art.
Real datasets
To evaluate the proposed method, we use datasets from a previous large-scale protein structure classification study [20] , including 36 datasets with 9,440 protein domains annotated by the CATH database [31] and 13,068 protein domains annotated by the SCOP database [32] . Protein domains are compact continuous structural regions of proteins that may exist, fold, and function independently [33, 34] . Following previous studies of protein structure classification, we use protein domains instead of proteins as samples, and we use the two phrases, "protein domains" and "proteins," interchangeably. The sample sizes (numbers of proteins) of these datasets range from 69 to 11,362, and the numbers of classes range from two to 33. Details are shown in Fig. ? ?. The detailed procedure for collecting these datasets is described in the Supplementary Materials.
Design of comparisons
Our new method for protein structure classification consists of three novel sessions: a weighted network for depicting protein structures, a matrix measure wEGDVM for the weighted network, and a DNN classifier that takes wEGDVM as the input. Since our method differs from existing approaches in both measures and classifiers, instead of simply studying whether it as a whole works better than existing approaches, we break the aim down and test two hypotheses: (1) whether wEGDVM captures more information about protein structures than existing measures, and (2) whether our DNN classifier is able to efficiently utilize such information.
Testing the first hypothesis requires using the same classifier for different measures, so that the difference in performance due to different classifiers is erased. However, Graphlet-3-5, EGDVM-CC (EGDVM is not considered as no existing classifiers have been developed for it), and Ordered-Graphlet-3-4 are vectors of constant length and use off-the-shelf-classifiers, while wEGDVM is a matrix of variable size and uses our DNN classifier. To make the comparison possible, we convert wEGDVM into a vector, which we call wEGDVM-CC, following the same procedure as converting EGDVM to EGDVM-CC: first computing its Pearson's correlation matrix and then concatenating the upper diagonal elements of the correlation matrix. Then we apply (ℓ 2 regularized) logistic regression, an off-the-shelf classifier, on wEGDVM-CC, as well as Graphlet-3-5, EGDVM-CC, and Ordered-Graphlet-3-4. Note that such a comparison only tells how informative wEGDVM-CC is (compared to other measures), not wEGDVM. wEGDVM-CC is only a degenerated version of wEGDVM and is less informative as during conversion it may have lost most information about local diversities of the network topology contained in wEGDVM. Thus, if wEGDVM-CC is more informative than another measure, wEGDVM should also be, but if wEGDVM-CC is not more informative than another measure, wEGDVM may still be.
To test the second hypothesis, we apply our DNN classifier directly to wEGDVM without any conversion and compare this approach with the approach of applying logistic regression to wEGDVM-CC as well as other measures. This is the best that we can do for the comparison, since we cannot run the DNN classifier on wEGDVM-CC nor logistic regression on wEGDVM.
The latter is exactly the reason why we needed to develop the DNN classifier in the first place.
The criterion we use for comparison is the misclassification rate: the proportion of samples (protein domains) that are incorrectly classified. A lower misclassification rate corresponds to a higher accuracy and is thus favored. The misclassification rate is calculated based on stratified 5-fold cross-validation (CV). For short, we use "CV error" for this "5-fold CV misclassification rate" hereafter.
Comparison of different measures
To study the ability of different network measures to capture structural information, we apply logistic regression on four measures: Graphlet-3-5, EGDVM-CC, Ordered-Graphlet-3-4, and wEGDVM-CC. Among them, EGDVM-CC and wEGDVM-CC can be viewed as degenerated versions of their corresponding matrix measures to bypass the inability of logistic regression in handling variable-size matrices. We chose logistic regression of all off-the-shelf classifiers as it has been shown to work the best among off-the-shelf classifiers for existing measures [20] , in the sense of both high classification accuracy and high computational efficiency. The CV errors of different methods on the 36 datasets are shown in Fig. 4 .
We first check the results for the three existing methods: Graphlet-3-5, EGDVM-CC, and Ordered-Graphlet-3-4. It is clear that consistently across datasets, Ordered-Graphlet-3-4 outperforms EGDVM-CC, which in turn outperforms Graphlet-3-5. These results can be helpful in understanding the three measures' different ways of summarizing topological information of the network. EGDVM-CC, despite losing much of the information during the conversion from EGDVM, is still more informative than Graphlet-3-5. Ordered-Graphlet-3-4 is even more informative than EGDVM-CC, despite it only considering subgraphs up to four nodes instead of five, suggesting the importance of including the order information. However, although Ordered-Graphlet-3-4 outperforms EGDVM-CC, it does not necessarily mean that including the order information is more important than including information about local diversities of the network topology, as EGDVM-CC loses most of such information contained in EGDVM during the conversion. Unfortunately, as no current classification methods are able to handle EGDVM without conversion, a direct comparison between EGDVM and It is worth noting again that wEGDVM-CC is only a degenerated version of wEGDVM, our proposed measure for weighted graphlet topology. The inferior performance of wEGDVM-CC to Ordered-Graphlet-3-4 does not mean that wEGDVM is less informative than Ordered-Graphlet-3-4. The construction of wEGDVM-CC is only for the comparison in this section; we do not recommend using it otherwise. In the next section, we will show that wEGDVM, with the help from DNNs, shows highly boosted performance and beats Ordered-Graphlet-3-4 by a large margin.
Evaluation of the DNN classifier
Next, we apply our DNN classifier to the matrix-form wEGDVM to see whether this approach elevates the performance of the approach of applying logistic regression to wEGDVM-CC.
For short, we call these two approaches "wEGDVM + DNN" and "wEGDVM-CC + logistic regression" in this section. The CV errors on the 36 datasets are again shown in Fig. 4 . For classifying proteins into pre-specified classes, we have presented a new way to build weighted protein structure networks, where weights are defined in a way to highlight informative relationships between amino acids. More importantly, we have also developed a novel matrix measure that retains the graphlet configurations of individual edges, and the elements of the matrix are based on statistics that describe the distributions of the weights. This is the first graphlet-based measure that is designed for weighted networks. Results on 36 real datasets show that this new measure of weighted network topology contains much more information about protein structures than existing approaches. Further, we have developed a DNN classifier that directly processes the variable-size matrix measure that we propose. Overall, our pipeline dramatically improves the performance over all existing graphlet-based methods.
wEGDVM and the DNN classifier that we have developed in this paper can be used for applications other than protein structure classification. Generally, given a weighted network, wEGDVM can always be calculated and used as a valid measure of its topology. Moreover, since the Cramér-von-Mises statistic that wEGDVM uses (see Methods) is nonparametric, wEGDVM is invariant under any monotone transformation of the weights, and this invariance further facilitates applying it to networks constructed from data from other realms.
Once wEGDVM is constructed, our DNN classifier should be applicable to it. Further, the DNN classifier may also be applied to matrix measures other than wEGDVM, such as matrix measures of which the elements are not defined by the Cramér-von-Mises statistic.
The Cramér-von-Mises statistic in wEGDVM can be replaced by other statistics, for example, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic [35] or the Kuiper statistic [36] . These two statistics show inferior performance to the Cramér-von-Mises statistic on our data (detailed results not shown).
Literature has shown that the performance of a DNN can highly depend on the struc-ture and other hyperparameters of the network. In this study, we choose a small set of candidates (values given in the Supplementary Materials) for each hyperparameter and train our model under all combinations of these hyperparameters. We conduct the search of hyperparameters on three datasets with relatively small sample sizes (cath-1.20, cath-3.30.420, and scop-c.1.8) and identify a combination of hyperparameters (described in the Supplementary Materials) that works well on all the three datasets. Then we utilize this combination on all the 36 datasets we use. While an alternative approach that searches for a dataset-specific optimal combination of hyperparameters for every dataset may lead to further improvements in misclassification rates, the current excellent performance under the common set of hyperparameters for all datasets could suggest that the DNN classifier we propose is not too sensitive to the choice of hyperparameters and that the current values of hyperparameters we use may be applicable to a wide range of data.
Methods
We introduce our new approach in the following three sections. First, we describe how we construct a weighted PSN, especially, how we assign edge weights. Second, we describe our statistical approach for obtaining wEGDVM from the weighted PSN. Third, we introduce our DNN classifier that processes wEGDVM directly.
Weighted PSNs
To build a weighted network, we first build a network with the same frame (nodes and edges) as the unweighted network proposed in [9] and then add weights to its edges. Given a protein with n amino acids, the nodes {v i } i=1,...,n of the network represent the amino acids, and the edges {e ij } i,j=1,...,n represent connections between the nodes, where the indexes i and j are the sequence positions of the nodes. Let r ik i = (x ik i , y ik i , z ik i ) be the 3D coordinates of heavy atom k i in amino acid i. Faisal et al. [9] defined the space distance d space ij between a pair of amino acids as the closest space distance between any of their heavy atoms
Given a space distance cutoff c, an edge e ij between amino acid pairs (v i , v j ) exists if and only if d space ij < c. A properly selected c, which determines the number of edges, was shown to be important, as an overly large c leads to a random-like network structure while an overly small c leads to a disconnected network structure [37] . We try c = 4Å and c = 6Å, as suggested in [37] , and find 6Å to be a better choice (details given in Supplementary Materials and Fig. ??) , which is thus used for all of our computations. Now we consider how to add weights to the edges. Intuitively, a pair of amino acids that are close to each other in space should have a large weight, and thus a straightforward idea is to use a weight determined by the space distance, such as w ij = 1/d space ij used in previous studies [38] . This is a reasonable choice; however, since a pair of amino acids that are very close to each other in sequence (such as amino acids next to each other) are naturally also close in space, the edge between them will always have a large weight, when this definition of weights is used. However, this large weight is not related to the structure of the network and is thus not informative. To down-weight this edge, we define the weight w ij for edge e ij as
where d sequence ij is the distance in sequence
Our definition gives the largest weights to amino acids that are far away in sequence but are close by in space, which is arguably the most informative relationship in protein structures, as it indicates a folding. The square root is used to stabilize the variance.
Weighted edge graphlet degree vector matrix
All of the three existing graphlet-based measures (Graphlet-3-5, EGDVM/EGDVM-CC, and
Ordered-Graphlet-3-4) are based on unweighted networks. In this section, we introduce the first graphlet-based measure designed for weighted networks: wEGDVM. Like EGDVM, wEGDVM is also a matrix measure of size M × 68, where M is the number of edges in the network, but elements of this matrix are defined in a different way.
Given an edge e ij and a graphlet edge orbit EO l , we first collect the edge weights of all graphlets corresponding to EO l that are touched by e ij . These weights form a multiset {w} (ij)l . Then we summarize this multiset into a single statistic and use this statistic as an element of wEGDVM.
An intuitive choice of the statistic is the sum of all elements in {w} (ij)l . It is easy to show that under this choice, wEGDVM coincides with EGDVM on unweighted networks, which can be viewed as weighted networks with constant weights 1 for all edges. However, such a definition may not be a good choice. For example, ten small weights (denoting ten notso-close pairs) have different implications for protein structures compared to a single large weight (denoting a close-by pair) even if the sum of the ten small weights is the same as the large weight. The more important information about protein structures seems to lie on the statistical distribution of weights.
The statistic we decide to use is the Cramér-von-Mises statistic [39] 
We use t (ij)l of different (ij)'s and l's to fill the wEGDVM. We define the weighted edge graphlet degree vector (wEGDV) for edge e ij as [t (ij)l ] l=1,...,68 , and then construct wEGDVM by combining wEGDVs of all edges as rows. The rows in wEGDVM are ordered hierarchically, first by edge index i and then by edge index j. For a weighted PSN with M edges, the matrix measure wEGDVM consists of M rows and 68 columns (Fig. 1i ). Again, this is a variable-size matrix. The procedure of deriving wEGDVM for protein domain 1ERJ (chain A) is illustrated in Fig. 2 as an example.
Deep neural network based classifier
Converting EGDVM to EGDVM-CC loses its main advantage of describing local diversities of the network topology. To avoid such loss for wEGDVM, we train a DNN classifier that directly handles wEGDVM without any conversion. wEGDVM is supplied to two convolutional layers followed by a recurrent network of three layers and an output layer, which finally gives the predicted class label. Fig. 3 illustrates the structure of our DNN classifier.
CNNs are non-fully-connected neural networks and are most commonly applied to analyzing visual imagery [26] . They are efficient in capturing local relationships in matrix measures, such as boundaries and shapes in images [40] . The output of a CNN still has variable length, determined by the dimension of the input matrix measure.
RNNs are a type of neural networks designed to learn from sequential input and are most widely used in natural language processing [41] . They are able to take inputs with variable length, and this capability is used in our model to process the output from CNNs. We use a special version of RNNs called bidirectional long short-term memory (bidirectional LSTM) networks [42, 43] . An LSTM unit is composed of a cell, an input gate, an output gate and a forget gate. The cell remembers values over arbitrary sequential intervals and the three gates regulate the flow of information getting into, extracting out of, and being remembered by the cell. This design equips the LSTM unit with the ability to preserve distant dependencies along a long sequence and thus capture the overall "meaning/scheme" of the sequence. The bidirectional version of LSTM further allows accessing information from both directions, which could bring additional power [41] .
The CNNs-followed-by-LSTM-networks design can be quite suitable for protein structure classification. We hope to use CNNs to capture local protein structures such as turns in αhelices and strands in β-sheets, and then let LSTM units move along the turns and strands to integrate the local protein structures into larger components such as α-helices or β-sheets and finally give a global impression about the overall structure of the protein. The success of this approach relies on the ability of CNNs and LSTM networks to automatically learn what local structural patterns are useful and how to integrate them into higher level patterns that have direct implications for the class label. DNNs are known for their abilities to learn such patterns automatically during training [44, 45] .
Our model is implemented on TensorFlow 1.8 [46] . The structure and other hyperparameters of the model are given in the Supplementary Materials. [47] generated by the NGL viewer [48] from RCSB PDB (www.rcsb.org) [19] ; (b) An unweighted protein structure network derived from the PDB file; (c) 29 graphlets and 68 graphlet edge orbits (numbered on the edges of graphlets) defined on up to 5 nodes. The highlighted graphlet edge orbits EO 26 will be used to illustrate the definition of wEGDVM in Fig. 2; (d with three layers Figure 3 : The structure of the proposed DNN classifier. The input of this network is wEGDVM of variable size M × 68, which is first processed by two convolutional layers. 48 kernels are assigned to the first convolutional layer. 96 kernels are assigned to the second convolutional layer. Zero padding is applied to keep the height of each convolutional layer M. The output of the second convolutional layer is of variable size M × 96 , which is further processed by a bidirectional LSTM network with three layers and hidden state size 256. The outputs of LSTM are summed up to a fixed length vector of size 512, which is fully connected to an output layer. Figure 4 : CV errors of different graphlet-based approaches on the 36 protein domain datasets. Five different approaches are considered. They are shown in different colors, and the color code is shown on the top. The DNN classifier is used for wEGDVM, while logistic regression is used for the other four measures.
